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The San Antonio River Authority (River 
Authority) has been actively involved 
in the development of the City of San 
Antonio’s Climate Action and Adaptation 
Plan (CAAP) since 2017. River Authority 
staff have played an integral role 
in the development of the plan that 
was adopted by the City in 2019. It is 

encouraging to see the mitigation and adaptation strategies 
in the CAAP specifically targeting resiliency and reducing 
the threats to life and property from flooding, addressing 
water availability during droughts, and protecting and 
preserving natural resources.

The River Authority has utilized its expertise to help improve 
the city’s resiliency when experiencing significant changes in 
precipitation, leading to both floods and droughts, resulting 
from climate change. For example, Melissa Bryant, Director 
of Technical Services for the River Authority, serves on the 
CAAP’s Technical and Community Advisory Committee. 

The River Authority has, and will continue to develop and 
communicate data, products, services, and projects related 
to flood and water quality protection, including our work 
with FEMA floodplain mapping, predictive flood modeling 
platforms and tools, watershed master plans, water quality 
monitoring, and promotion of low impact development 
and green infrastructure projects. In addition, the River 
Authority has been actively involved for decades in regional 
water resource planning and has worked to protect critical 
riverine and riparian habitat through ecosystem and stream 
restoration projects and by advocating for river flow 
protections during droughts. 

The River Authority is proud to be a stakeholder and advisor 
in the process of implementing the climate action goals laid 
out in the City of San Antonio’s CAAP. The work that is 
being done to implement the climate strategies laid out in 
the plan align with the River Authority’s commitment to safe, 
clean, and enjoyable creeks and rivers. 

You have learned how to be sustainable indoors in the 
winter; doing things like layering clothing and sealing cracks 
to reduce energy use and save money. There are also winter 
outdoor best practices to maintain a healthy ecosystem. You 
can start by considering how your maintenance habits affect 
the habitat in your outdoor space as well as downstream. 

It is a good practice to compost fallen leaves this time of 
year. Small actions such as leaving some of the leaves in your 
yard, ensures pollinators like butterflies have shelter and 
food for the winter. If your home has downspouts, turn them 
toward planted areas so that rainwater is available for your 
plants and slowly soaks into the ground instead of running 
off into the street. If your downspouts drain into a cistern or 
rain barrel, watch for freezing temperatures and drain your 
catchment containers along with any hoses, pumps, and 
timers that could expand and break if frozen. 

If you have a lawn, ensure proper maintenance like mowing 

at the highest setting which leads to deep rooted systems 
that require little supplemental water to survive. Use a rain 
gauge to know if your lawn needs water. If you are looking 
to replant, try native prairie grasses. They will grow deeper 
roots and create healthier soil requiring little maintenance in 
terms of water, mowing, and additives. 

Another acceptable practice is to keep your yard pesticide 
free and use natural remedies like planting natives and 
watering correctly. It is a good idea to test your soil and 
know what your yard needs to maintain its well-being. A 
healthier, native-planted yard will out compete unwanted 
non-native plants or weeds. If you add compost or other 
fertilizers, ensure there is no rain in the forecast that may 
wash nutrients into creeks and rivers through storm drains. 

Being a steward of your outdoor environment helps keep 
you and our waterways healthy and safe. To learn more visit, 
sariverauthority.org/be-river-proud/sustainability.

LOURDES GALVAN, BOARD MEMBER, BEXAR COUNTY DISTRICT 2

MICHELLE E. GARZA, STORMWATER ANALYST

Climate Action & Adaptation Plan 

Sustainability - Ways to 
Stay Greener in the Winter 
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In 2019, in order to better protect the 
lives and property of the people of Texas, 
the State Legislature created a new 
regional flood planning process through 
Senate Bill 8, a bill the San Antonio River 
Authority (River Authority) actively 
supported during the last Legislative 
Session. The Texas Water Development 

Board (TWDB) will oversee this new state and regional 
flood planning process with flood planning regions based on 
river basins. With extensive stakeholder input, 15 regional 
flood planning groups were created based on watersheds to 
develop regional flood plans that will assist in the creation of 
a State Flood Plan. 

The State Flood Plan must: (1) provide for orderly 
preparation for and response to flood conditions to protect 
against the loss of life and property; (2) be a guide to state 
and local flood control policy; and (3) contribute to water 

development where possible. The first regional flood plans 
will be due to the TWDB in January 2023, and the first State 
Flood Plan will be due September 1, 2024. The State Flood 
Plan will be updated every five years thereafter.

The River Authority is proud to have been selected by 
the TWDB to serve as the Political Subdivision for the 
San Antonio Regional Flood Planning Group. This means 
River Authority staff will function as the administrator 
of this region’s flood planning group. As a science-based 
agency that is responsible for developing and maintain 
the floodplain modeling tools for partner agencies and the 
greater development community, the River Authority has 
cultivated the knowledge and understanding of the needs of 
the San Antonio flood planning area. The River Authority will 
continue to work diligently to utilize our expertise in flood 
risk-management to make the San Antonio River Basin and 
the State of Texas safe. 

JOHN J. FLIELLER, BOARD MEMBER, WILSON COUNTY

New Regional Flood Planning 
Group Administrator 

This year has challenged us in so many ways, and at times 
one can’t help but feel overwhelmed. Yet, we have learned 
to adapt. Prior to 2020, I had no idea what a Zoom call was, 
and now I am a master at screen sharing. None of us owned 
masks, and today I see so many with creative expressions 
of ones’ identity. Quarantine and isolation gave us the 
opportunity to spend time with our families, learn how to 
bake, and watch outlandish television. Yes, 2020 has tested 
us, but the human spirit is more resilient than any hurdle we 
come up against. 

I see this resiliency in nature as well. The rejuvenating 
effects of a rain after a hot summer drought. The intrepid 
migration of Monarch butterflies across our continent. The 
renewal of hope with the budding of new flowers and leaves 
in the spring. In a way, we look to nature as we learn to 
adapt, and nature in return helps us find a sense of balance. 
Imagine 2020 without our parks and open spaces. Where 
would we have gone to find that solace and balance? During 
the pandemic earlier this year, we were using our parks in 
record numbers. The San Antonio River Walk Mission Reach 
saw an 83% increase in usage alone! 

Time in nature rejuvenates our soul and prepares us for the 
next hurdle we might face. Outside in nature we see first-
hand the resiliency of life, and that our spirit is greater than 
any obstacle. As this year ends, I am so thankful for our 
parks and open spaces, and to the many nonprofits who 
help steward them. The parks have provided the needed 

comfort and solace for all of us, as well as the inspiration to 
persevere. 

The San Antonio River Foundation works to bring culture, 
education, ecology, and recreation to park spaces along the 
San Antonio River. Please consider donating to support our 
award-winning programs and amenities at these parks at 
sariverfound.org.

FRATES SEELIGSON, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, SAN ANTONIO RIVER FOUNDATION

Resilience



The San Antonio River Authority (River Authority) recently 
completed the first phase of a targeted tree removal process 
along the San Antonio River Walk Mission Reach as part 
of the adaptive management approach to maintain proper 
flood conveyance throughout the ecosystem restoration 
project. Over the seven years since the project’s completion, 
nature has provided additional vegetation along the banks 
of the river adding to the density of the trees and potentially 
impacting the river’s ability to safely convey future floods. 
With advanced modeling technology, the River Authority 
identified where additional tree density is not desirable and 
removal is required. 

The Mission Reach is part of the San Antonio River 
Improvements Project (SARIP), a $384 million investment 
by Bexar County, the City of San Antonio, San Antonio 
River Authority, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, and the 
San Antonio River Foundation in flood control, amenities, 
ecosystem restoration, and recreational improvements along 
13 miles of the San Antonio River from Hildebrand Avenue 
south to Loop 410 South.

The River Authority served as project manager and the 
Watershed & Park Operations Department has performed 
ongoing operations and maintenance as part of an adaptive 
management process to nurture the ecosystem restoration 
process while also sustaining the integrity of the river’s flood 

management function, providing proactive protection for 
surrounding infrastructure, and maintaining the viewshed 
of the river. These maintenance efforts aim to preserve the 
trees originally planted as part of the ecosystem restoration 
project and focuses on removing vegetation that arrived 
since the opening of the project. Using the most updated 
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) floodplain 
models (which were developed by the River Authority as 
FEMA’s Technical Cooperating Partner), the River Authority’s 
Watershed Engineering Department and Geographical 
Information Systems (GIS) Department can determine the 
maximum number of stems allowed in any given area. The 
goal of the stem removal effort is to maintain high priority 
areas and allows as many trees to grow as possible without 
causing any increased risk in the floodplain.

The River Authority also coordinated with an avian expert 
to determine the ideal time, from an avian perspective, to 
perform the vegetation management. The effort in each 
section concludes by adding grassland vegetation to areas 
to assist with bank stabilization, which also supports avian 
species. 

For more information about the Mission Reach and to learn 
more about the River Authority’s flood mitigation efforts, 
visit sariverauthority.org.
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GLORIA CARMONA, BRAND & PUBLIC COMMUNICATIONS OFFICER 

Mission Reach 
Adaptive Management
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The development of the San Antonio River Basin Report 
Card, which can be found on the San Antonio River 
Authority’s (River Authority) website, grew from the River 
Authority’s drive to harmonize the needs of people and 
nature through our stewardship of rivers and land. The 
main purpose of this new report card is to shine a light on 
the healthy and the unhealthy aspects of the river basin 
in order to educate the public and serve as a catalyst for 
community discussions that lead to individual choices, public 
policy decisions, actions, and investments that support a 
sustainable San Antonio River Basin. 

The expert engineers, scientists, technical, and specialized 
staff of the River Authority exercised their best professional 
judgment to determine the most meaningful list of indicators 
for this inaugural river basin report card. To help tell the 
very diverse and complicated story of the San Antonio 
River Basin in a simple, easy-to-understand way, the 
River Authority selected 12 indicators that were based on 
observations of basin health and comprised of accessible 
and defensible data which could be easily explained to the 
laymen public. Where feasible, indicators use standards 
or guidelines established by State or Federal regulatory 

agencies. The River Authority’s mission of being committed 
to safe, clean, enjoyable creeks and rivers was also a driver 
in the indicator selection process. 

The 12 metrics include a diverse set of measurements 
with each scoring a different type of unit. Results of each 
metric are standardized against a common scale of 0-100 to 
overcome difficulties associated with comparing indicators 
with different measurement scales and units. Sometimes 
this conversion is straight-forward; sometimes it can be 
challenging. For this river basin report card, the standard 
one hundred point scale is divided into five equal parts 
where an “A” equates to 100-80 (Excellent); B is 79.9-60 
(Good); C is 59.9-40 (Moderate); D is 39.9-20 (Poor); and an 
F is 19.9-0 (Failing). 

The reason for the broader spread in scores is that this 
scale is more sensitive to, and reflective of, changes in river 
basin conditions. The larger spread in scores also allows for 
an easier way to include a plus and minus scale where the 
upper 5 points of the 20-point range is a plus score and the 
lower 5 points of the 20-point range is a minus score. The 
“F” score, however, does not have a plus or minus.
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STEVEN SCHAUER, DIRECTOR OF GOVERNMENT & PUBLIC AFFAIRS

San Antonio River Basin Report Card

6 Across: Lincoln’s sparrow
9 Across: American kestrel
1 Down: White-crowned 
 sparrow

2 Down: American 
	 goldfinch
3 Down: Gadwall
4 Down: Cedar waxwing 

5 Down: Whooping crane
7 Down: Northern harrier
8 Down: Ruby-crowned 
 kinglet

Crossword Answer Key (puzzle on page 8)
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

For the River Basin Report Card, the standard 
one hundred point scale is divided into five equal parts.

A 
100 - 80

(Excellent)

B 
79.9 - 60
(Good)

C 
59.9 - 40

(Moderate)

D 
39.9 - 20
(Poor)

F 
19.9 - 0

(Failing)



Some of the indicators in this basin report card are 
essentially a trend analysis scoring Fiscal Year 2019-20 (July 
1, 2019 through June 30, 2020) data against an average 
of up to five fiscal years of previous data. It is possible for 
these trend analysis metrics to have a final numeric score 
above 100 or below 0. If a final indicator score is above 
100, the grade will be shown as an “A+” on the report card 
dashboard, and a final score below 0 will be shown as a 
“F” grade on the dashboard. The final numeric scores of all 
12 indicators will be averaged to produce the overall basin 
grade. For this inaugural San Antonio River Basin Report 
Card, the overall basin grade is 66.2, which equates to a “B” 
letter grade.

The River Authority intends is to issue future river basin 
report cards each September to correspond with World 
Rivers Day. With each annual basin report card, the grades 
for the indicators will show trends that will be highlighted 

over time. Together, we can be river proud by achieving 
and maintaining good grades and focusing our collective 
community attention on improving areas that are scoring 
low.

Finally, while the work of the River Authority can and does 
influence some of the indicators in this river basin report 
card, it is important to note that this report card is not 
intended to “grade” the River Authority. The River Authority 
has a separate set of metrics related directly to its annual 
strategic plan to determine how progress is being made on 
the projects and efforts funded in its annual budget.

To see the full report card and learn more about the 
indicators, including what you can do to help next year’s 
grade improve, please visit the San Antonio River Basin 
Report Card at sariverauthority.org.
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JANINE GARCIA,
EDUCATION & ENGAGEMENT COORDINATOR
The corridor from Central Texas to the Gulf of Mexico is the 
place to be for birdwatching in the winter. The San Antonio 
River Basin hosts a spectacular array of migratory birds who 
spend their winters in the area. Interestingly, not all birds 
migrate the same way. Some birds prefer to migrate during the 
day, while others make their journey at night. While some birds 
migrate in large flocks, others prefer to fly alone. No matter how 
they choose to travel, these migratory critters rely on the San 
Antonio River to support their journey. Use the clues and the 
word bank below to solve this crossword puzzle and learn some 
facts about the basin’s migratory birds! (Answer key on page 6)

Across

6. These small, streaky brown birds tend to be quite 
secretive and forage on the ground.

9. This colorful raptor is the smallest falcon in North 
America.

Down

1. This pale-gray songbird has prominent black and 
white stripes on its head.

2. These are bright yellow active birds who appear to 
bounce while they fly and enjoy snacking on sunflower 
seeds.

3. These ducks feed on underwater vegetation in 
marshes, ponds, and lakes. Females have a bill that is 
orange around the edge.

4. These are social birds with red waxy-tipped feathers 
who appear to be wearing a mask. They swallow berries 
whole and fly over the water to find tasty insects.

5. This is the tallest bird species in North America.

7. This is a medium-sized hawk with an owl-like face 
that flies low to the ground while hunting. Males are 
gray and white while females are brown.

8. This is a small songbird who occasionally displays the 
red feathers on its head and appears to be restless as it 
moves quickly through foliage.

• Whooping crane
• American kestrel
• Ruby-crowned kinglet

• Gadwall
• Northern harrier
• Cedar waxwing

• Lincoln’s sparrow
• White-crowned sparrow
• American goldfinch

Word Bank: (no spaces or punctuation)

3

1 2

5
4

876

9

AMERICAN 
GOLDFINCH
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For more information on future virtual 
events, please visit sariverauthority.org or 

follow @sanantonioriver on these social 
media platforms.
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The San Antonio River Authority (River Authority) has 
moved all events to virtual platforms as a precaution given 
the COVID-19 pandemic. The River Authority’s primary 
concern is to keep participants, performers, vendors, and 
staff as safe as possible. The public, however, can still 
celebrate holiday traditions and other River Authority events 
with us through virtual platforms. 

For those who want to enjoy traditional outdoor holiday 
experiences, while practicing proper social distancing, the 
River Authority is showcasing another year of luminosity on 
the Museum Reach of the San Antonio River Walk and at 
the San Pedro Creek Culture Park throughout the Holiday 
Season until January 3, 2021. The iconic Museum Reach 
30-foot LED Christmas Tree (located at Brooklyn Avenue) 
has nightly shows beginning at 6 p.m. and every half hour 
afterwards until the last show, which starts at 9:30 p.m. The 
public can view the tree virtually in its luminous brilliance 
throughout the month of December every Sunday evening at 
6 p.m. on the River Authority’s Facebook page.

This year, we also made the 3rd Annual Illume: Making 
Spirits Bright a virtual celebration rather than an in-person 
event along the San Pedro Creek Culture Park. The virtual 
event was designed to celebrate our community’s diverse 
cultural traditions and it included cooking demonstrations 
from local chefs, cultural dance performances, and a 
temporary artwork installation by Pamela Martinez, a 
local composer and multi-instrumentalist. The virtual 
extravaganza premiered on December 12 and is available to 
view on the San Pedro Creek Culture Park Facebook page. 

As we look ahead into the New Year, there is hope that 
later in 2021 we’ll be able to once again safely host in-
person events and celebrations. For the time being, we are 
remaining virtual and families can enjoy activities online, 
such as yoga, health and fitness classes, and a community 
drum circle, by visiting the San Pedro Creek Culture Park 
Facebook page. All virtual programming is also available on 
the park’s YouTube channel. Other virtual events, activities, 

and contests are available on the River Authority’s social 
media channels. We are also planning unique, socially 
distanced activities, such as events at Helton Nature Park 
in Wilson County that may include a drive-in movie and a 
drive-through Planets in the Park experience that you won’t 
want to miss! 

For more information how to get outdoors and safely enjoy 
the river, parks, and trails, please visit sariverauthority.org.

ANGELA CAMARILLO, EVENTS SPECIALIST

Winter Celebrations 
Going Virtual 
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Satisfy your inner volunteer and join the San Antonio River 
Authority’s (River Authority) River Warrior volunteers to 
show your river pride and make your actions count. The list 
below explains the many volunteer activities that you can do 
over the coming months. 

1. Trying to get outside more? Join other River Warriors 
in the Trail Watch program. The River Authority is 
collaborating with the City of San Antonio to train 
volunteers to show your river pride by educating the 
people who frequent the various parks and trails along 
the river, such as the Mission Reach section of the San 
Antonio River Walk. You can become the eyes and ears 
on the trails, helping to support their maintenance while 
you recreate. 

2. This winter, you can join the River Warrior family and take 
part in the upcoming Winter Bio-blitz, occurring January 
23-24, 2021. By observing wildlife using the iNaturalist 
app, you become aware of all the amazing species that 
share the land and waters in Texas. You can contribute to 
their well-being in the San Antonio River Basin by adding 
keystone vegetative species that lead to increasing bio-
diversity. 

3. When the Barn Swallow couples have left their nests to 
fly to South America for the winter, and other migrating 
birds have arrived from the north to enjoy the warm 
South Texas hospitality, it is a great time to use the free 
eBird app to identify the yearly avian visitors and take 
part in Audubon’s Backyard Bird Count from February 
12-15, 2021. 

4. To protect Texas native species against invaders, join the 
River Warrior team that is trained to spot the invasive 
apple snail egg-cases (pictured below right) that are 
showing up along the banks of the river and help dispatch 
them so they will not harm the native aquatic life. 

5. As for your inner scientist, you can join the River Warriors 
local Texas Steam Team and monitor water quality in local 
creeks and rivers, helping water quality scientists track 
the health of area waterways.

Finally, whether you join the River Warriors or not, you 
can do little things to protect the San Antonio River Basin, 
like picking up litter around your neighborhood. This small 
action of picking up trash can have a profound impact. It 
protects precious wildlife from ingesting dangerous plastics 
and keeps the river trash-free. Visit the Volunteer page at 
sariverauthority.org for more information.

Go River Warriors!

MINNA PAUL, EDUCATION & VOLUNTEER ENGAGEMENT COORDINATOR

Experience the Warmth of 
Volunteering this Winter 



I believe life on earth 
is short-lived, and I 
wanted to work towards 
something that would 
have a positive impact 
while engaging my 
knowledge and skill set. I 
first visited San Antonio 
in 2003, after finishing 
my Master of Science 
at Southern Methodist 
University in Dallas. I 
remember walking along 
the river and saying to 
myself, “I wished I lived 
here!” It must have been 

destiny, because I moved to San Antonio shortly thereafter 
to begin working towards my doctorate. I joined the San 
Antonio River Authority (River Authority) in 2008 as a 
graduate engineer as I had a passion for water quality and 
wanted this to be the focus of my work. I began to familiarize 
myself with the River Authority’s efforts in water quality, 
both in planning and in the implementation of tools. Shortly 

after, I started developing and implementing plans for 
setting the basis of quantitative water quality management, 
an area that hugely compliments the River Authority’s 
service to the community. Now, I serve as a Senior Technical 
Engineer in the Ecological Engineering Department.

I’m grateful that the water quality management tools I 
helped create at the River Authority have been nationally 
recognized and have won various awards, including: Gold 
Medal Award at the 2016 American Council of Engineering 
Companies (ACEC) Texas, 2016 ACEC National Recognition 
Award, and 2020 Water Environment Federation Project 
Excellence Award.

I am extremely thankful to the River Authority for all 
the support, but there is more to be done. My desire 
is for my work to inform future policies and guidelines 
for development opportunities to embrace sustainable 
stormwater management within the San Antonio River 
Basin. The River Authority’s science and engineering 
expertise, together with support from area citizens, can help 
creeks and rivers meet the highest water quality standards 
and have multi-use benefits.

SHEEBA THOMAS. SENIOR TECHNICAL ENGINEER

Inspiring Actions

Pouring and washing fats, oils, and grease down the 
drain causes grease build-up in pipes leading to major 
damage and restricts the flow of wastewater from 
homes and businesses. Clogged pipes overflow in 
homes, businesses, and along wastewater lines 
resulting in increased costs to residents and business 
owners and contamination to area creeks and rivers.

Proper disposal of fats, oils, and grease protects the 
wastewater infrastructure and keeps our creeks and 
rivers free of contaminants. Follow these easy steps to 
keep sewers FOG-free:

Learn more about properly disposing of fats, oils, and 
grease along with other Be River Proud tips onine by 
visiting  sariverauthority.org.
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100 E. Guenther St. 
San Antonio, TX 78204 

As the San Antonio River Authority’s 
(River Authority) Assistant General 
Manager, I worked closely with former 
General Manager Suzanne Scott, 
the River Authority executive team, 
managers, and staff to implement 
the projects, programs, and efforts to 
continually improve the San Antonio River 
Basin. Upon Suzanne’s recent retirement 

from the River Authority, the Board of Directors appointed 
me as Interim General Manager. In this new role, I look 
forward to maintaining the strategic direction of the River 
Authority as the Board conducts their search for a full-time 
general manager. 

I began my career at the River Authority in 1991 and have 
served as the assistant general manager for 13 years. 
During my time as assistant general manager, I oversaw 
the operational and technical departments within the River 
Authority, including Watershed Engineering, Watershed & 
Park Operations, Utilities, Environmental Sciences, and Real 
Estate. 

I see the River Authority’s role and viewpoint on resiliency 
and sustainability through an economic concept called 
the Triple Bottom Line (TBL). TBL is an economic model 
that suggests the benefits of projects must equally weigh 
“people, planet, and profit.” Neglect one area and the 
success of the project is not optimized. This is as true for a 
business building as it is for a park. An example of a project 
that I am proud to have been a part of from its inception is 
the Mission Reach Ecosystem Restoration and Recreation 
Project.

The Mission Reach is one of the largest urban ecosystem 
restoration projects in the nation. However, without the 
trails that meander through it for people to enjoy, taxpayers 
would not personally feel the benefit of their tax dollars 
at work. Without the flood management benefits that the 
project maintained and enhanced, many of the contributors 
might not have justified their financial support of the project. 
All three facets work together to form a project that restored 
an ecosystem that prevents costly flood damage and 
encourages development while allowing people to walk, jog, 
bike, canoe, kayak, and fish along the banks of our beautiful, 
meandering San Antonio River. 

TBL can also be used to encourage development of 
properties that drain to creeks and the river to incorporate 
sustainable green infrastructure practices, including Low 
Impact Development (LID), rain gardens, green roofs, and, 
in general, the use of native soils and trees to manage 
rainwater runoff. A building with a green roof can be 
quite attractive to potential residents while reducing the 
facility’s the carbon footprint. Rain gardens and cisterns 
can mitigate rain run-off from a parking lot that could have 
increased street or downstream flooding. TBL presents a 
win-win-win situation that encourages more sustainable 
urban development that could include LID and other green 
infrastructure practices.

I am enjoying my time as interim general manager and look 
forward to working with our next general manager to launch 
them to a successful term. Please don’t hesitate to reach out 
to me with your thoughts, ideas, or concerns. 

STEPHEN T. GRAHAM, P.E., CFM, INTERIM GENERAL MANAGER

Managing Transition
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